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PPh3O). The bright electroluminescence originates from NPB/TPBi:PPh3O exciplexes involving triplets 
via thermally activated delayed fluorescence, as evident from the strong quenching of the 
photoluminescence (PL) by oxygen and interestingly, the monomolecular emission process. The transient 
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ns in N2. For comparison, the respective PL decay times of films of NPB:TPBi are 16 ns in air versus 131 
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Very bright (~14,000 cdm-2) very deep blue exciplex OLEDs peaking at ~435 nm, where the 
photopic response is ~0.033, and with CIE Color Coordinates (0.1525, 0.0820), are described. 
The OLED properties are interestingly linked to PPh3O (triphenylphosphine oxide) and attributes 
of the emitting layer (EML) comprising NPB interfacing host:guest TPBi:PPh3O 5:1 wt. ratio. A 
neat PPh3O layer that is central for device performance follows the EML (NPB/TPBi:PPh3O 
5:1/PPh3O). The bright electroluminescence (EL) originates from NPB/TPBi:PPh3O exciplexes 
involving triplets via TADF, as evident from the strong quenching of the photoluminescence 
(PL) by oxygen and interestingly, the monomolecular emission process. The transient PL decay 
times of a NPB/TPBi:PPh3O 5:1/PPh3O film are 43 ns in air vs 136, 610, and weak ~2000 ns in 
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N2. For comparison, the respective PL decay times of films of NPB:TPBi are 16 ns in air vs 131 
and 600 ns in N2, and of NPB:PPh3O they are 29 ns in air vs 56, 483, and weak ~2000 ns in N2. 
It is suspected that slow emitting states are associated with a PPh3O aggregate interacting with 
NPB. 
 
1. Introduction 
Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) are increasingly penetrating displays and solid state 
lighting (SSL) systems due to their high brightness and contrast, flexibility, relative ease of 
large-scale manufacturing, and potentially higher efficiency and reduced cost; they are also 
promising for analytical applications.[1,2] While efficiency is crucial for SSL, brightness, in 
particular of violet/deep blue OLEDs, is crucial for analytical applications, where the demand for 
compact, thin film wearable sensors continues to grow. The development of phosphorescent 
OLEDs (PhOLEDs) ushered in devices with internal quantum efficiencies approaching 100%, 
but the brightness, efficiency, & stability of blue PhOLEDs, particularly deep blue, remains 
challenging.[3–8] In addition, for blue PhOLEDs, it is also challenging to find an appropriate host 
that has a triplet state energy higher than that of the guest, which is needed to realize efficient 
energy transfer. 
Various fluorescent blue OLEDs have been studied.[9–12] Deep blue fluorescent emitters have 
included, for example, (i) non-doped 9,10-bis(4'-triphenylsilylphenyl)anthracene (BTSA),[9,11] 
(ii) 9,10-bis(1,2-diphenyl styryl)anthracene (BDSA),[9] and (iii) 2-tert-butyl-9,10-bis[4-(1,2,2-
triphenylvinyl)phenyl]anthracene (TPVAn).[11,12] The electroluminescence (EL) of the BTSA-
based OLEDs peaks at 436 nm, but the efficiency is limited to 1.3 cdA-1 and decreases beyond a 
current density of 10 mAcm-2; the EL of the BDSA-based OLEDs peaks at 453 nm.[9] 
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A more recent approach for developing efficient blue and other fluorescent emitters is the use of 
materials that exhibit thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF). Such materials are 
typically based on donor-acceptor interaction either in a single molecule or in two different 
molecules forming an exciplex.[13–33] In one example, a high EQE =18.1 was achieved by heavily 
doping the bis[2-(diphenylphosphino) phenyl] ether oxide (DPEPO) host with the blue TADF 
emitter 10-(4-((4-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl) sulfonyl)phenyl)-9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine 
(CzAcSF), and lightly doping with another blue fluorescent emitter.[30] A 37% EQE sky-blue 
emission (480 nm) was achieved using a spiroacridine-triazine hybrid.[17] An OLED based on the 
synthesized TADF material Cz-TRZ3 ((9-(4-(4,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-2-methylphenyl)-
3,6-dimethyl-9H-carbazole) and DMAC-DPS (Bis[4-(9,9-dimethyl-9,10-
dihydroacridine)phenyl]sulfone)), showed a high EQE = 19.2% with peak emission at 435 
nm.[31] However, its operating voltage was high (i.e., the power efficiency was low), its 
maximum brightness was only a few thousand cd/m2, and its stability is unknown. TADF in 
exciplex states yielding OLEDs with an EL peaking at 468 nm and an external quantum 
efficiency EQE = 22.3% has been reported.[29] Other violet-to-sky-blue TADF exciplex OLEDs, 
with mCP (1,3-Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene) as the donor and TPBi (2,2′,2"-(1,3,5-Benzinetriyl)-
tris(1-phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole)), BPhen (Bathophenanthroline), or 3PT2T (2,4,6-tris (3-(1H-
pyrazol-1-yl)phenyl)-1,3,5-triazine) as the acceptors were reported.[32] Their EQEs were very 
low, ranging from 0.57% to 2.23%, with the highest EQE achieved for the mCP:BPhen exciplex, 
peaking at ~470 nm.[32,33] Thus, exciplex OLEDs are still challenging as their EQE and/or power 
efficiencies, as well as their brightness, are low. 
Aside from TADF OLEDs guest-host PhOLEDs were developed. The phosphorescent guests 
developed to date are typically heavy metal Ir, Pt, or Eu chelates. As an example, efficient blue 
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PhOLEDs were obtained by using fac-(N-phenyl, N-methyl-benzinidazol-2-yl) iridium(III) (fac-
Ir(pmp)3) and mer-(N-phenyl, N-methyl-benzinidazol-2-yl) iridium(III) (mer-Ir(pmp)3). EQEs of 
14.4% and 10.1% using mer-Ir(pmp)3 and fac-Ir(pmp)3 were reported, with peak emission at 
~453 and ~425 nm, respectively.[34] Yet stability issues also plague blue PhOLEDs[6-8] and for 
large-scale applications efficient all-organic (i.e., free of rare and expensive metal atoms) 
phosphors are desirable. 
One material that fluoresces in the deep blue is the small molecule N,N‘-di-(1-naphthyl)-N,N‘-
diphenyl-(1,1‘-biphenyl)-4,4‘-diamine (NPB or NPD), which is widely used as a hole transport 
material as well.[6,7,35,36] This material exhibits high thermal and morphological stability, as well 
as high hole mobility. However, due to the π-π stacking between its molecules, which promotes 
exciton quenching via dissociation, it is not a good neat emitter. It has also been used as a host 
(including as part of a mixed hosts) for fluorescent and phosphorescent OLEDs with metal-
containing emitting dopants, such as iridium (III) bis(2-methyldibenzo [f,h]quinoxaline) 
(acetylacetonate) (Ir(MDQ)2(acac)).[37,38] NPB:TPBi (2,2′,2"-(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-
H-benzimidazole))-based exciplex OLEDs yielded relatively efficient (maximum EQE = 2.7% at 
600 cdm-2) exciplex-related deep blue emission peaking at 450 nm.[35]  
This paper describes novel, very bright (14,000 cd m-2) deep blue (peak emission at ~435 nm, 
where the photopic response of the eye is ~0.033) EL from exciplex OLEDs based on a specific 
stack design with PPh3O (triphenylphosphine oxide, or TPPO) being an essential component. 
The luminous efficiency and EQE, 3.6 cdA-1 and 4%, respectively, are relatively high in 
comparison to reported deep blue exciplex TADF emitters[32,33] and particularly NPB:TPBi 
exciplex OLEDs.[35] The stack also includes TCTA (tris(4-carbazoyl-9-ylphenyl)amine; EHOMO = 
-5.7 eV, ELUMO = -2.4 eV), NPB (EHOMO = -5.5 eV, ELUMO = -2.4 eV), TPBi (2,2′,2"-(1,3,5-
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benzine-triyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole; EHOMO = -6.2 eV, ELUMO = -2.7 eV), and BPhen 
(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline; EHOMO = -6.4 eV, ELUMO = -3.0 eV). See Figure S1 in the 
Supporting Information (SI) for molecular structures.  
Phenylphosphine oxide derivatives have attracted considerable attention.[39-51] Interestingly, 
EHOMO and ELUMO of the PPh3O “parent” compound have not been firmly established. The 
calculations and measurements on some closely related compounds [40,41,45] suggest a deep ~ -6.7 
≤ EHOMO ≤ -6.0 eV and a shallow -2.4 ≤ ELUMO ≤ -1.5 eV, i.e., a large HOMO-LUMO gap; we 
obtained Eg ~4.5 eV for PPh3O by both optical absorption and Tauc plot measurement on films 
(Figure S2). There are, however, reports of an ionization energy of ~8.1 eV.[39,50] At the same 
time, PPh3O is an excellent electron transport material.[43-45] The high Eg ~4.5 eV (λ ~275 nm) of 
the PPh3O with the high polarity, electron withdrawing P=O groups,[51,52] allow for high triplet 
energy. 
The Results and Discussion below focus first on the optimal Device A, whose EML is NPB/ 
TPBi:PPh3O/PPh3O. Following a detailed description and discussion of its properties, we 
describe related devices and the transient PL of related films, in order to gain an understanding 
of the processes underlying Device A performance. These include Device B, with neat NPB as 
the EML, Device C with NPB/TPBi, Device D with NPB/NPB:TPBi 1:1, Device E with 
NPB/PPh3O, Device F with NPB/TPBi, Device G that was similar to Device A but had no 
BPhen layer, and Device H whose EML was NPB/NPB:TPBi 1:1/TPBi.  
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2. Results and Discussion 
The devices’ properties are summarized in Table 1, and the transient PL properties of the related 
films are summarized in Table 2. The general structure of the devices studied was:  
ITO/ MoO3 (5 nm)/ TCTA (60 nm)/ EML/ BPhen (30 nm)/ CsF (1.5 nm)/ Al (110 nm),  
with the EML of the optimized device (Device A) being  
NPB (45 nm)/ TPBi:PPh3O (14 nm) (5:1 wt. ratio)/ PPh3O (15 nm).  
The optimal 5:1 value was determining by varying the TPBi:PPh3O ratio. 
Note that the actual emission zone is likely confined to the NPB/TPBi:PPh3O layer. 
Figure S1 shows also the energy diagram of Device A. Note that the HOMO and LUMO levels 
of PPh3O are estimates only.  
Device A attributes include peak emission at ~435 nm, CIE coordinates (0.1525,0.0820), 
maximum brightness of ~14,000 cdm-2, and maximum EQE of ~4%, all in the absence of any 
outcoupling-enhancing structures (see Figure 1 and Table 1). With the addition of low-pass 550 
and 500 nm optical filters the CIE coordinates become (0.1462, 0.0731) and (0.1490, 0.0358), 
respectively (see Figure S3).  
Interestingly, though commonly used successfully as a hole and exciton blocking layer, the 
BPhen layer was found to be necessary for improving device performance (Table 1; see Device 
A vs Device G). The deep ~-3.0 eV LUMO of undoped BPhen is unlikely to efficiently inject 
electrons into the much shallower (possibly ~-1.8 eV) LUMO of the adjacent PPh3O. However, 
CsF is known to n-dope BPhen, even when it is present only as a ~1.5 nm-thick layer adjacent to 
BPhen[53] and ELUMO of n-doped BPhen would obviously be higher (less negative) than that of 
the undoped BPhen. Additionally, it is likely that a dipole is formed at the PPh3O/n-doped BPhen 
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interface due also to the electron withdrawing properties of P=O.[51,52] That interface dipole 
would also lower the barrier for electron injection.[49,53,55] Such a situation was reported for the 
doped BPhen/HAT-CN (1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatri-phenylenehexacarbonitrile) interface in two 
separate studies, where the barrier for charge transfer was reduced by ~1 eV.[49,53,55]  
Also, interestingly, PPh3O was essential for achieving the optimized Device A attributes. As seen 
in Figure 2 a thermally evaporated film of PPh3O only, excited at 240 nm in a N2 atmosphere 
shows two PL bands, one peaking at ~285 nm (~4.4 eV; corresponding to bandgap emission) and 
the other at 395 nm (~3.1 eV). The transient PL decay time of the 395 nm emission is < 5 ns in 
both air and nitrogen, indicating prompt fluorescence. The origin of that band is unclear and may 
be associated with aggregates/ excimer. 
As mentioned, Device A exhibited the best performance with peak emission at ~435 nm, 
maximum brightness of ~14,000 cdm-2, and maximum EQE of ~4% in the absence of any 
outcoupling-enhancing structures. The photopic response of the eye is only 0.033 at 435 nm, and 
it varies from 0.013 to 0.099 in the 416 to 472 nm range (the ~56 nm full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of EL band of Figure 1a). The FWHM of Device A shown in Figure 1b (same peak 
emission of ~435 nm) is ~67 nm. We attribute such variations to variations among batches, likely 
due to small changes during the co-evaporation of TPBi:PPh3O. These FWHM values are 
comparable to those shown for NPB-based and other exciplexes.[35,55]  
Importantly, the transient PL decay times of the NPB/TPBi:PPh3O 5:1/PPh3O multilayer film 
(EML of Device A) indicated formation of triplet exciplexes, as the emission was quenched by 
oxygen; the PL decay times are 43 ns in air vs 136 and 610 ns, at a ratio of 4:1, in nitrogen, as 
well as a weaker PL with a ~2000 ns decay time. We note that the PL decay times are shorter 
than in other reported TADF systems.[23] Figure 3 shows the PL decay curves in air and in N2 of 
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the EML of Device A, NPB/TPBi:PPh3O 5:1/PPh3O and for comparison of its constituents 
NPB:TPBi and NPB:PPh3O films. The PL intensities vs the excitation fluence, which indicate 
monomolecular processes, are also shown. The prompt fluorescence of a 45 nm NPB layer 
excited with a 5 ns pulse at 266 nm or 355 nm decayed, as expected, in < 5 ns (Figure S5).  
Unexpectedly, a film of NPB:PPh3O, unlike that of TPBi:PPh3O, indicated formation of an 
exciplex. Figure S4 shows the absorption and excitation spectra of these films; the absorption 
and excitation spectra of TPBi:PPh3O coincide, indicating no interaction, unlike the case for 
NPB:PPh3O. The PL decay times (Figure 3 and Table 2) of a NPB:PPh3O film were 29 ns in air 
and 56, 482, and weak ~2000 ns in N2, whereas the PL decay times of a TPBi:PPh3O film in air 
and in N2 were < 5 ns. (the measurement resolution; see Figure S6). The absence of any longer 
PL decay contribution together with the identical excitation and absorption spectra (Figure S4) 
indicate no interacton in the excited state of TPBi:PPh3O. A NPB:TPBi film showed PL decay 
times of 16 ns in air and 131 and 600 ns in N2 (Figure S5). As seen, the PL decays times of 
NPB:TPBi: PPh3O/PPh3O (136, 610 and ~ weak 2000 ns in N2) combine those of NPB:TPBi and 
NPB:PPh3O films, providing a “fingerprint“ of the NPB:PPh3O exciplex.  
The contribution of the prompt fluorescence of NPB ΦPF (NPB was essential for device 
optimization (Figure 3b)) in N2 to the total EL in the aforementioned films can be estimated by 
comparing the PL intensity in N2 vs air. If most of the PL involves triplets, either directly via 
triplet emission or indirectly via TADF, then the ratio of the PL intensity in N2 to that in air 
would be ~(ΦPF+ΦT)/ΦPF,[23] where ΦT is the triplet contribution. For NPB:TPBi, this ratio is 
~5.2; for the EML of Device A, it is ~3.4. Hence, most of the PL and EL involve the various 
exciplex triplets. Importantly, the short EL peak wavelength of ~435 nm of Device A and the 
monomolecular PL intensity vs pulse fluence for NPB/TPBi:PPh3O/PPh3O and NPB:PPh3O 
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exclude triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) that was observed for NPB:TPBi-based OLEDs.[35] 
These and the following results emphasize the unique role of PPh3O in affecting device 
performance. 
The formation of exciplexes between the constituents of Device A EML, the ~435 nm emission 
that is close to that of fluorescent NPB, and the strong quenching effect of the PL by oxygen 
allude to a TADF process. The EQE of ~4% and 14,000 cd/m2 brightness of Device A are much 
higher than that of the reported respective deep blue exciplex TADF devices[32,33] and another 
deep blue exciplex device with peak emission at 428 nm EQE =1.2%, and a maximal brightness 
of 900 cd/m2.[56] We cannot however exclude other emission mechanisms due to the unexpected 
interactions of PPh3O. 
The PL data shown in Figure S5 support exciplex formation. The PL of NPB films peaks at ~437 
nm, whereas that of an NPB:TPBi film peaks at ~450-455 nm (Figure S5 c and d). The PL of a 
PPh3O film peaks at ~395 nm, whereas that of NPB:PPh3O and NPB/TPBi:PPh3O 5:1/PPh3O 
peak at ~455 nm in N2. The shorter EL peak emissions are likely due to microcavity effects and 
to the shorter emission wavelength of PPh3O. 
As mentioned, to further analyze Device A, other devices were evaluated, as summarized in 
Table 1. As detailed next, the performance of these devices indicated the possible role of the 
various EML components and their interface interactions in producing the optimized Device A.  
All the devices showed EL peaking at ~433 to 442 nm (with the wavelength checked against 
known precise emitters); Device B, with neat NPB as the EML, showed a fluorescent EL peak at 
λmax = 433 nm (the relatively short λmax is likely due to a weak microcavity effect) with a PL 
decay time < 5 ns (Figure S5). The device was bright (> 8,000 cdm-2) with efficiencies that are 
high for such deep blue NPB OLEDs.[57] 
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Devices C-F, whose optical properties are detailed below, and Devices G and H were all inferior 
to Device A (Table 1); they were tested to determine the optimal multilayer EML and to evaluate 
interface interactions between the EML constituents. Device G, which is identical to Device A 
but without the BPhen layer, highlights the important role of the doped BPhen in improving 
electron injection, as discussed above.  
The optical properties of NPB/TPBi and NPB/NPB:TPBi 1:1 films (EMLs of Devices C and D, 
respectively) follow. As mentioned, the triplet exciplex nature of the emitting excitons in 
NPB:TPBi-based devices were established earlier,[35] largely by measuring the PL spectra and 
transient PL decay dynamics. The EHOMO = -5.5 eV of NPB and ELUMO = -2.7 eV of TPBi result 
in an exciplex energy Eexciplex ≤ 2.8 eV (~443 nm). A TPBi film, like the NPB film, showed a fast 
PL decay time of <5 ns. A film of NPB:TPBi 1:1 however, showed additional slower emission 
decay time components, with a 16 ns component in air vs ~ 131 and 600 ns components at a 1.2 
ratio in nitrogen (Figure S5). This provides independent confirmation of the triplet or TADF 
nature of the emitting exciplex, reported earlier.[35] As mentioned, for NPB:TPBi 1:1 the ratio of 
the PL intensity in N2 to that in air (ΦPF + ΦDF)/ΦPF ~5.2. 
Device E with a NPB/PPh3O EML showed a brightness of 10,070 cdm-2 peaking at 442 nm and 
an EQE of 1.2%. As mentioned, the PL decay times of a 1:1 NPB:PPh3O film were 29 ns in air, 
and 56 and 482 ns, at a 4:1 ratio, with additionally a weak ~2000 ns decaying component, in 
nitrogen. However, the HOMO and LUMO levels of NPB, which lie within the HOMO-LUMO 
gap of PPh3O, exclude direct exciplex formation between the two molecules. We therefore 
speculate that these slowly emitting states involve PPh3O aggregates interacting with NPB. The 
facile crystallization properties of PPh3O[58] may render this interaction plausible. 
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As mentioned, TPBi:PPh3O did not interact based on the identical absorbance and PL excitation 
spectra and the fast PL decay times of < 5 ns. However, TPBi improved the Device F (EML 
NPB/TPBi/PPh3O) attributes in comparison to Device E that is devoid of TPBi, leading to an 
EQE = 1.7% with peak emission at 432 nm (see Table 1).  
 
3. Summary 
In summary, the results showed a reproducible, very bright and relatively efficient (~14,000 cdm-
2 and ~4% EQE) deep blue (peak EL at ~435 nm, CIE coordinates (0.1525, 0.0820)), exciplex-
based Device A with the structure ITO/5 nm MoOx/60 nm TCTA/45 nm NPB/14 nm 
TPBi:PPh3O (5:1 wt. ratio)/15 nm PPh3O/30 nm BPhen/1.5 nm CsF/110 nm Al. This structure 
was key for the enhanced device attributes as shown by comparison with other devices with 
structures that included different combinations of the constituents of Device A. The EL is 
dominated by exciplex formation of NPB with each of TPBi and, surprisingly, PPh3O, as 
confirmed by absorption and excitation spectra of various films as well as measurements of PL 
intensities and decay times in air and in nitrogen. The PL process was monomolecular excluding 
TTA and alluding to a TADF process, though other mechanisms cannot be excluded. Notably, 
the PL of a film of Device A’s EML was 5.2x more intense in N2 than in air. The results also 
show the importance of the n-doped BPhen in contributing to frontier orbitals' favourable 
alignment. A contribution from NPB's fluorescence, enhanced by PPh3O (due to the latter’s 
excellent electron transporting properties) to the EL of the optimized Device A is likely also 
present.  
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4. Experimental Section 
Materials: Nominally 140 nm thick ITO coated glass with sheet resistance 12 Ω/□ was 
purchased from Colorado Concept Coating LLC; it was used as a substrate for OLED 
fabrication. The hole injection material MoO3 was purchased from Strem Chemicals and NPB 
from H.W Sands Corporation. TCTA and TPBi were purchased from Luminescence Technology 
(Lumtec) Corporation and the electron transport materials PPh3O and BPhen, as well as the 
electron injection material, CsF, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The cathode material, Al, 
was purchased from Alfa Aesar. 
OLED Fabrication: Prior to OLED fabrication, the glass/ITO substrates were cleaned using 
RBS-35 surfactant, acetone, and isopropanol and treated with UV-ozone to increase the work 
function. All the materials were evaporated inside a thermal vacuum evaporation chamber 
located inside a glovebox with <20 ppm oxygen at <1.0×10-6 mBar. A 5 nm MoO3 was deposited 
on ITO as the hole injection layer at 0.2 Å/s followed by a 60 nm of hole transport material, 
TCTA at a rate of 0.4 Å /s. Different EMLs were deposited on TCTA. For the optimized Device 
A, a 45 nm NPB layer was deposited at a rate of 0.4-0.7 Å/s followed by co-evaporation of 14 
nm of TPBi and PPh3O at 0.5 Å/s and 0.1 Å/s, respectively, to obtain the 5:1 ratio. A neat 15 nm 
PPh3O layer was deposited at 0.4 Å/s on top of the doped layer followed by 30 nm BPhen 
deposited at 0.4-0.7 Å/s. 1.5 nm of CsF, the electron injection layer, was deposited on BPhen at 
0.1 Å/s. Finally a 110 nm Al layer was deposited through a shadow mask with 1.5 mm diameter 
holes as the cathode. The neat layers in devices without a doped EML were deposited at a rate of 
0.4-0.7 Å/s. Both materials in the doped EMLs with 1:1 ratio were deposited at 0.3 Å/s. The 
devices were not encapsulated. 
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Film Fabrication: For transient PL decay experiments 2×1 cm2 quartz substrates were used to 
avoid any signal originating from the substrate under UV excitation. Prior to deposition all the 
quartz substrates were cleaned as described above. The cleaned substrates were transferred into 
the thermal evaporation chamber and the layers were deposited under the same conditions used 
for device fabrication. The depositions were carried out through a 6×4 mm2 shadow mask to 
enable encapsulation. For neat films a thickness of 30 nm was deposited at a rate of 0.4-0.7 Å/s. 
For doped films a deposition rate of 0.3 Å/s was maintained in order to maintain the 1:1 ratio. In 
multilayer films 45 nm NPB was deposited at 0.3 Å/s followed by a 14 nm TPBi:PPh3O with a 
ratio 5:1 by maintained by deposition rates of 0.5 Å/s and 0.1 Å/s, respectively. A following 15 
nm neat PPh3O film was deposited at 0.5 Å/s. Samples were encapsulated in the N2 atmosphere 
of the glovebox by covering the films with a quartz substrate and using Torr Seal at the edges.  
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Measurements: 
OLED Characterization: A Keithley 2400 source meter was used for voltage application and 
current measurements. The EL was measured at each voltage step using a Minolta LS-110 
luminance meter. The EL spectra were obtained using an Ocean Optics HR2000+ high resolution 
spectrometer, which was calibrated using an Ocean Optics HL-3 plus calibrated light source. 
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV): CV was performed on a BASI CV-50W Version 2.3 instrument with 
0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate as the supporting electrolyte in dry acetonitrile 
(CH3CN) using a glassy carbon working electrode, a platinum wire as the counter electrode, and 
Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode with a scan rate of 100 mV s-1. The CV experiments were 
performed with the PPh3O in the electrolyte solution under argon atmosphere.  
Absorption spectra: UV-Vis absorption spectrum of dilute PPh3O solution in CHCl3was recorded 
with a Cary 5000 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer. Absorption spectra of the films were 
measured with Agilent 8453 UV/vis spectrophotometer. 
Steady-state measurements: For the steady state PL 1”x1” quartz substrates were used to avoid 
any additional signals and the necessary material was thermally evaporated in an evaporation 
chamber at a base pressure of 10-6 Torr. The emission spectra were measured at room 
temperature on a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3-222 spectrofluorometer, using a 450 W 
xenon arc lamp and a R928P PMT detector and a front-faced orientation. We note that the PL 
peak emission wavelengths in films were slightly longer than the devices‘ EL peak, possibly due 
to the weak microcavity effect.  
Transient PL measurements: Time-resolved emission spectra (TRES) were measured with a 
home built nanosecond setup. A Continuum Surelite II laser (5 ns, 20 Hz) was used for excitation 
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at 355 or 266 nm. A collection window in the spectrograph was set to avoid the excitation 
photons and a long-pass filter was used to eliminate any leakage of the excitation light. The 
spectra at different times from the laser pulse were collected with a synchronized ICCD camera 
(Andor Technology Ltd., Belfast, UK) coupled with a spectrograph. Emission measurements 
from the films were performed in front-faced orientation. PL decay curves were constructed from 
the TRES near the peak maximum, unless mentioned otherwise. Initial fast decay (< 5 ns) was 
avoided by time-gating in the samples showing long-lived emission. The decay curves were 
fitted with bi- or tri-exponential functions. Only PL decay times longer than 5 ns are meaningful, 
since the <5 ns component is below our instrumental time resolution. Hence, the faster 
component of the fluorescence of some of the films could not be measured. 
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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Figure 1. Attributes of non-encapsulated Devices A, B, C, and E (see Table 1) (a) EL 
spectra, (b) EL spectra of Device A with and without NPB, (c) J-L-V characteristics, (d) 
luminous efficiency, (e) power efficiency, and (f) EQE.  
(f) 
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Figure 2. (a) Steady-state PL spectrum of a PPh3O film encapsulated in N2 excited at 240 
nm (b) the PPh3O transient PL decay curve at λem = 400 nm in air (squares) and in 
nitrogen (triangles), where the film was encapsulated. Note that the PL decay constant τPL 
< 5 ns in both cases, i.e., encapsulation does not increase τPL, which would be expected for 
phosphorescent decay.  
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Figure 3. PL decay curves in air and in N2 of (a) NPB/TPBi:PPh3O (5:1)/PPh3O,  
(b) NPB:PPh3O 1:1, and (c) NPB:TPBi 1:1. (d) PL intensity vs the laser’s fluence for films 
encapsulated in N2: NPB:PPh3O and the organic layers of Device A; recorded from 100 ns to 5 
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Table 1. Devices’ A - H EML structure, turn on voltage (brightness = 1 cdm-2), peak EL 
wavelength, peak brightness, luminous efficiency, power efficiency, and EQE.  
 
Device Nominala) Emission 
Layer 
(nm thickness) 
Turn on 
Voltage 
(V) 
Peak 
EL 
(nm) 
Peak 
Brightness 
(Cd m-2) 
Peak 
Luminous 
Efficiency 
(Cd A-1) 
Peak 
Power 
Efficiency 
(lm W-1) 
Peak
EQE 
(%) 
A NPB(45)/TPBi:PPh3O 
5:1(14)/PPh3O(15) 
 
3.6 435 13,970 3.60 2.23 4.0 
B NPB(45) 
 
3.7 433 8,030 0.94 0.58 1.5 
C NPB(45)/TPBi(30) 3.6 437 10,170 1.16 0.50 2.0 
D 
 
NPB(45)/NPB:TPBi 
1:1(30) 
 
4.0 434 6,170 0.9 0.48 1.5 
E NPB(45)/PPh3O(15) 
 
3.5 442 
 
10,070 1.74 1.02 1.2 
F NPB(45)/TPBi 
(14)/PPh3O(15) 
 
3.7 432 11,950 1.54 0.68 1.7 
G NPB(45)/TPBi:PPh3O 
5:1 (14)/PPh3O(15) 
(No BPhen)  
4.5 435 6,840 0.58 0.29 0.8 
H NPB(45)/NPB:TPBi 1:1 
(30)/TPBi(30) 
3.9 442 8,410 1.18 0.60 1.9 
a)The actual emission zone is narrower occuring around the NPB/adjacent material interace (see text) 
 
Table 2: Films' PL decay times in air and N2. (see also Figure S5) 
Film Structure PL Decay Time in Aira) 
(ns) 
PL Decay Times in N2 
[weighted average] (ns) 
NPB/TPBi:PPh3O(5:1)/PPh3O 43 136, 610, 1989 
[245]b)  
NPB:TPBi 1:1c) 
  
16 131, 600 
[286]d) 
PPh3O  
 
<5 at 395 nm 
8 at 500 nm 
<5 at 395 nm 
18 at 500 nm 
 
NPB:PPh3O 1:1 
 
29 56, 482, 1998 
[176]e) 
NPBc), TPBi, TCTA, TPBi:PPh3O 
 
<5    < 5 (measured for NPB and 
TPBi:PPh3O) 
a)Any decay faster than 5 ns is below our instrument time resolution of 5 ns. 
b)The weighted average was 0.80x136 + 0.19x610 + 0.01x1989 = 245 ns. 
c)Excitation wavelength was 355 nm; the rest, 266 nm. 
d)The weighted average was 0.67x131 + 0.33x600 = 286 ns. 
e)The weighted average was 0.79x56 + 0.19x482 + 0.02x1998 = 176 ns. 
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The Table of Contents entry: 
The role of PPh3O in novel all-organic very bright (~14,000 cdm-2) deep blue OLEDs peaking at 
~435 nm is discussed. Exciplexes of NPB with each of TPBi and intriguingly PPh3O were 
formed in NPB/TPBi:PPh3O that constitutes the EML of the optimal device structure. The short 
peak EL wavelength, close to that of NPB, the monomolecular PL emission, and the strong PL 
quenching by oxygen in NPB:TPBi and NPB:PPh3O films allude to a TADF process, though 
other EL contributions cannot be excluded. 
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Figure S1. Top: Structures of the various molecules used in fabricated devices. 
Bottom: the energy diagram of optimized Device A. Note that the HOMO and 
LUMO values for PPh3O are estimates only (see main text). 
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Figure S2. Assessing the PPh3O bandgap: (a) absorption spectrum of PPh3O in CHCl3; the 
absorption edge is at 278 nm, yielding optical Eg = 4.46 eV (b) thin-film Tauc plot, yielding 
Eg = 4.57 eV.  
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Figure. S3. (a) CIE color coordinates of Device A EL spectra with and without optical filters, 
(b) full spectrum, (c) spectrum cut off above 550 nm, and (d) spectrum cut off above 500 nm. 
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Figure S4. Absorption and excitaton spectra of TPBi:PPh3O and NPB:PPh3O films. 
The emission spectrum of TPBi:PPh3O is also shown. 
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(e) 
Figure S5. Transient PL decay 
curves of a) Pure NPB, b) Pure 
TPBi, c) A mixed NPB:TPBi 1:1 
film in air d) NPB:TPBi 1:1 film in 
N2. The insets shows the PL 
spectra at different times following 
the laser pulse. (e) NPB:PPh3O 
(1:1) PL spectra in N2 at various 
times up to 1000 ns after the pulse. 
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Figure S6. Transient PL decay curves of TPBi and TPBi:PPh3O film in air and N2 (note that 
these decay curves are actually those of the instrument. 
